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Xavier To Accept June Freshman Class

BEST PLAYER TO GET NEWS AWARD
'r

·Applications Now Open;
Class Commences June 18
Xavier will admit a complete freshman class on June
18 this year, Rev. Paul L.
O'Connor, S. J., dean, announced this week. This move,
without a model in the school's
academic history, was made
to provide as many high
schoolers as possible with the
benefits of some college level
educa~ion before they answer
the draft call.
Under present draft rulings,
these June freshmen very likely
will be able to complete at least
half of their sophomore requirements before i.nduction the following June. Fr. O'Connor said
that applications for entrance to
Xavier are now open.
The two-session summer arrangement of classes will again
prevail at Xavier this year after
one season's absence. The dates of
the two semesters are June 18July 27 and July 30-Angust 31.
The dean also announced that
a September freshman class will
be organized by the university.

Angelus C1·usade
Hits Snag; Ryan
Resigns Position
The Student Council - News
sponsored Angelus Crusade met
with difficulty this week when
trouble developed in playing the
Sharper-Soliloquy in South Hall
exactly at noon. Shortly before
noon, the juke box is filled with
nickles, Senior Class Secretary
Denny Barron. reported, so that
there is a back log of records to
be played. Therefore, by the
time these other records are
played, the Angelus record is
delayed as long as one half hour.
Following up on last week's
discussion on urging the members
of the different classes to attend
daily Mass more often, Jim l14cGann, student council president,
appointed sophomore treasurer,
Jack Schaeffers, to head a sign
committee for painting posters
reminding students to be sure to
attend daily Mass. Later, each
class will attend Mass on a definite day.
A letter from Jim Ryan resigning as senior delegate to NFCCS
was read by· Mc. Gann. No successor has been appointed. The
constitution of the student council provides that it vot~ on candidates submitted by the moderator of the NFCCS, Rev. Maurice
Link, s. J. No candidates have
been named.
Jack Gallagher, Junior presi~
dent, said that students at Loyola
and DePauw solved the problem
of receiving semeste1· marks
tardily by giving their professors
self-addressed post cards.

Anybo.dy Seen A Gray Coat?
Reese;s Lost Since Feb. 23
Many Pleas, Phone Calls
All In ·Vain; Clue Wanted
By Jim McGralh
Friday, Feb. 23, was Black
Friday as far as Don Reese is
concerned. Don, a senior biology
major, is the fellow behind the
pleas for a lost coat you have
seen on every bulletin board in
the school.
On this particular Friday Don
attended the party held at OLC
by the dorm students of that
school. Don started home early
that night but when he tried to
get his coat it was gone. He waited until everyone had left the
party-there was one coat left
but it- wasn't his.
Don still has the coat left at the
party J?ut would gladly trade , ii
for his own. Don's coat is a gray
covert top coat which he bought
at Sullivan's Men Store in Lockland; their label is on the inside.
Don has tried many ways to recover his coat but so far all have
been unsuccessful. The latest
idea, which was suggested by
Rev. E. M. Loveley; S. J., rector
of Elet Hall, is to get the names
-------------

Best Athenaeum
Wrt•ters El"1g1•ble
To Receive Keys
The Athenaeum, Xavier's literary periodical, is offering keys to
be presented at graduation to
outstanding Xavier writers, it
was learned this week. The keys
will be presented to the authors
of the best poem, essay and short
story, which have appeared in
this year's issue of the magazine.
Judges of the articles will be
Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S. J.,
Dean of the College of Liberal
Arts; Dr. Charles F. Wheeler,
Chairman of the English Department, John J. Gilligan, Moderator
of the Athenaeum, and Bill Parsley, editor. The awards will not
be given if the judges do not
deem any work worthy of recognition.
.
Any undergraduate student on
the Evanston campus or attending
the Downtown college is eligible
for the keys
Th f" 1 ' d"t"
f th Ath
e ma e i 10n o
e
•
enaeum will come out on May lS,
with the deadline for articles
h
next d T ursday, Parsley announce ·

Yearbook On Schedule
Dr. Charles F. Wheeler, moderator of the Musketeer, stated
this week th'at the yearbook was
running on schedule, but no definite date for publication has
been set.

Campus Publication To Name Most Valuable
Player Yearly; Over-All Qualities Considered
The first annual Xavier University News Most Valuable
Player trophy will be presented to some member of the basketball team following the Xavier-Cincinnati game in the
Cincinnati Garden Thursday night.
Initiated this year, the award will be presented at the final

Students May
Use Passboolis
For Labor Talk
Xavier students who present
their pass books by way of identification will be admitted free to
Sunday's "Inside Labor" lecture
in the Xavier Forum series. Victor Riesel, author of the syndicator "Inside Labor" column, with
begin to pass out his expert views
on the workers' world at 8: 30 J;>.
m. in Taft Auditorium.
Riesel's column is carried locally by the Cincinnati Enquirer.
Whether the remaining two
lectures will be free of charge for
Xavier students is a decision that
still hangs fire among the heads
Don, Wearing Wrong Coat
of the Forum.
Burton Holmes, with a traveland addresses of everyone who ogue on Norway, and George
attended the party. This too, Sokolsky, with a lecture on
has been unsuccessful.
"These Days," the name of his
Don would appreciate any in- King Feature column, are the
formation that would help him final two forum speakers.
recover his coat. Don lives in
Riesel's and Holmes's lectures
room 306 Elet Hall the telephone were postponed from earlier
number is Plaza 9456.
dates because of snow !:'torms.
------------------------.---

game of each basketball season to
the player who has contributed
most to the team effort during
the year. Selecion will be made
with the over-all contribution of
the player in mind.
Included in · the consideration
are the scoring ability of the
players, the total numbei;_ of minutes played, turnover reports
with the passing, dribbling and
error performances of all the
players and also the intangible
things that cannot be listed such
as spirit, loyalty, teamwork and
devotion to the squad.
Any member of the team, regardless of position or year in
school, will be eligible for the
MVP trophy.
A selection committee, composed of various qualified individuals, voted earlier this week on
the award. The result will not be
announced until the end of the
game.
Included in the voting were
Head Coach Lew Hirt, Assistant
Coach Ned Wulk, Athletic Director Al Stephan, Athletic Publicity
Director Bob Coates, Team Chaplain Rev. J. Peter Buschmann, S.
J., the 12 members of the basketball team, and six recognized
members of the News staff,

Dorm
Students Give Reactions Hlls,
s~ortsFrank
Editor Jim Keefe, Ju~e
.
Sommerkamp, Jim
Dick Connelly and
.
Jim Sassen.
0 n Angel US Cr U Sade Results
------~'Connell,

Consider It Excellent But
•

Hard-To·Put·Over ProJeCt
By Fred Fisher
In a further attempt to learn
the student reaction to the Angelus Crusade, the News this
week interviewed the dorm students after last issue's poll of
Day-Hops. After talking with
just 10 boarders it was obvious
that there are two general opinions on the subject: first, it
is an impressive devotion and
creates a Catholic atmosphere on
campus; second, it will never
really be a success until every
man gets into the habit of saying it.
Of particular interest to the
out-of-towners is the saying of
.
k" .
the evemn_g _Ange1us. Spea m~
for .the maJority of the boarder:>,
semor Bob Marquard observed
that "there is too much reliance
of the other guy to start the
prayer. It is a test of how many
real men there are on campus."
Mickey Cosentino, a sophomore
in pre-med, agrees that there is a
seeming lack of initiative among
the students, but attributes this
to the fact that the men forget
about the devotion. "Everyone

I

..

.

willingly JOms in once he realizes
it is Angelus time; the main
problem is in reminding them of
the devotion. A larger publicity
campaign, if possible, would
help toward this end."
Senior Faris Zain and Freshman Russ Harding agree that the
devotion is a great Catholic tradition and that it should be continued throughout the whole year
as a part of our Xavier way of
life. Harding went on to say,
"the Angelus record played in
South Hall at noon might be used
to help organize the evening
prayer."
Sophomore Bob McCauley
thinks that the appointment of
Angelus captains to . lead the
prayer might help the devotion
because "it's merely a question of
getting the fellows in the habit of
saying the Angelus."
Maurice Moore, Honors A. B.
sophomore, summed up the dorm
students' opinions when he said,
"The Crusade is going well, but
it must become more personalized. The only way it will become
a tradition which will carry on
into later life is that each student
do his best to develop this Catholie habit."

'Campus Club Day'
Idea Considered
At NFFCS Meeting
By Tom Lippert
A "Campus Club Day" program, designed show the workings of every organization on the
Xavier campus to the public, was
to he considered Wednesday at a
meeting of the NFCCS, the News
learned.
Whether the idea can be adopted at Xavier depends upon
whether any loopholes develop
and if a day satisfactory to all
clubs on campus can be found. On
other campuses, where the program has been carried out successfully, a Saturday was usually
chosen.
The preparation, initiation, and
conducting of "Campus Club
Day" lies jointly in the hands of
all the interested clubs of the college. Panel discussions and the
scheduling of guest speakers are
spaced throughout the day.
Other NFCCS member schools
in the region and local high
school seniors may be invited.
The NFCCS hopes that it can
(Continued on Page 10)
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Disappearing Species?

,, Nostra ClLlpa

ccasionally it becomes a gentlemanly
he military men behind mobilization in the
T
United States have no use for Liberal Arts O newspaper to bow its journalistic head,
students. This statement is borne out by the and beat a resounding thump on its typogra·
fact that legislation may very well be enacted
in the near future which will draft high school
graduates and close colleges for a time to all
but professional students. This category pre·
sumably includes doctors, dentists, lawye:cs
and engineers, but whatever this privileged
class's extension, it surely does not embrace
"useless" English, Philosophy or Latin majors.
Such a system of Universal Military Train·
ing would, barring war in the near future with
.. complete defeat of Russia, remain in operation for a decade or more and then would become permanent because the congress would
regard the procedure as an institution. High
school students drafted after their diploma day
for a period of two years service would be
somewhat· unlikely to choose to go to college
at all after their army-time; only a very tiny
minority of those entering college would devote themselves to anything so "impractical"
as the Liberal Arts. The liberal arts aim at
truth in its highest forms-where it is very
difficult of attainment and not designed expressly to pay off in dollars and cents. Thus
the next generation would experience a precipitous decline in men trained liberally.
A possible objection to thi~ outline of the
near-elimination of the liberally educated man
is this: "Pre-professional training constitutes
a liberal education; our professional men will
be the thinkers to lead tomorrow's society."
In the first place, today only pre-legal training
smacks more than very faintly of liberal training-pre-med, pre-dent and engineering are
almost purely technological; in the second
place, the selective service committee, to our
mind, will very likely curtail the "pre" studies
in order to produce professional men more
rapidly.
.
Thus, if today's events cast any shadow
on tomorrow's calamity, the liberally educated
man will be a disappearing oddity on the
American scene a generatio:p from now. For
the past 3,000 years the great leaders of men
have been (equivalently) bachelors of arts;
in our own generation the Popes, Churchill,
Roosevelt, Wilson, Stalin and almost all the
other masterminds of man's fates have been
men with minds trained to acuteness by liberal studies.
Who will fill the vacuum prought into being by the abence of liberal minds? The people of a: n~tion demand, and very rightly so, a
striving after order and security on the part
of the national government: this order a generation from now will be able to be provided
by the military men only. Then the down-hill

phical chest, shouting all the while "mea
culpa." The News has commited a sin of omis·
sion and hastens to correct it.
In the past several weeks, rather phe·
nomenal occurrences have taken place in the
dark hours and remote places of the campus.
Doctors, lawyers, and even, by the grace of
God, priests of the future, have banded to·
getll.er without prodding, without fanfare and
transformed a cabin into a castle. The present
comfort and warmth of atmosphere of the
Pioneer Room is ample evid~nce of success,
and no tribute from the News can add much
to this.
Now this newspaper can boast several pic·
tures and rat!her lengthy· news articles on
the improvements in South Hall. But the editrial comment has been somewhat lacking in
natural charity at least. We couldn't see the
forest for the trees. We spoke of teeter-totters
and mustard pots, and couldn't see loving
labor, the justifiable pride of accomplishment,
and, finally, a work of impressive handsome·
ness.
We attempt now, rather tardily, to correct
this error, and from the lofty objectivity which
a newspaper claims, to appraise the success
of the South Hall transformation. This suc·
cess can't be measured by the inc;ome from
the new juke boxes, nor even from the tastiness
of the noonday sandwich .It can only be found
ultimately in the heart of the boy who finds
some glow of the fireside of home in the com~
fort and companionship of a Pioneer Room
evening. South Hall was redecorated to serve
as a dining room for day. hops, but as a living
room for dorm students. And it is in the degree
of living that the place can be adjudged a
success or failure.
The News is willing to accept the word of
the dorm students that they like it. So we're
satisfied, and we hasten with huzzahs to the
men who have made living and loafing more
comfortable occupations than they've been in
recent Xavier history.

course of America will become more clear.
It is an historical axiom that a nation which
comes gradually to be ruled by a military class
is a nation gradually passing out of existence,
and if the present drift of action in the wilds
of Washington war planning is to crystallize
into military training for all males immediately
upon their graduation from high school, one
more telling sign of our country's road to ruin
will be posted in our legislative books.

Facts Froin Far-Flung Files

Beyond The
'X' Horizon
By Clmck Nolnn

Pat Caufield, columnist for the Mount's Seton Journal,
throws a nice dig at the surface intellectualism of a local discjockey in the current issue of the Journal.

...

....

"'

The Purdue Exponent brands the Catholic Church's censorship of Rosselini's "The Miracle'' as "a violation of the
Bill of Rights. Censorship on any
grounds other than indecency is
inconsistent with the spirit of our
Bill of Rights"..:_ they say.

"' "' "'

It seems that about 400 stu-

quoted:
"Ruth Sprague, age nine, died
1846. Stolen by Rocerick R. Cloud
and dissected by Dr. Armstrong
. . . Her soul, we hope, has risen
to God, where few physicians go."

dents were required to take another semester examination at
Miami recently when it was dis·
covered that a copy of the exam
had been stolen before the test.
On the other hand, the mathe·
Alpha Sigma Nu, national honmatics department of the Uni· orary fraternity among students
versity of Akron is going to make .of Jesuit Colleges, this week anit easy for students to get hold of ·nounced through Rev. James F.
all tests. The department is get· Maguire S. J., university presi·
ing a file sysem in the university dent, and Rev. Paul L. O'Connor,
library which will. include the S. J., Liberal Arts College dean,
examinations of the previous four seven new appointments to the
semesters.
ranks of its Xavier chapter.
... ...
Fred• Newbill, News Editor-inThe Ohio State Lantern fea• chief, and Robert Marquard, Pretures a fine article on body fect of the Sodality last year,
snatching (grave robbing). This are the seniors selected for memused to be a lucrative though bership. Thomas McCoy, Verdangerous practice for med stu- kamp debate prize-winner; Frank
dents. An embittered epitaph was Milostan;, football end; Paul

Honor Frat Names
New 'X' Members

.

Peek Of Week
Compiled by John Connelly
Everyday-Say the Angelus,
12 noon and 6 p.m.
Sunday, Mar. 11- Campus
Committee meeting, Rm. 47, -·
7:30 p.m.
Monday, Mar. 12- Steubenville Club meets, Fieldhouse,
8 p.m.
Monday, Mar 12 - "Xavier
Presents" rehearsal, South Hall
Auditorium, 7 p.m.
Monday, Mar. 12 - Campus
Committee meeting, Pioneer
Room, 6 p.m.
Tuesday, Mar. 13-Clef Club
rehea1·sal, Fine Arts Room, 7:30
p.m.
Tuesday, Mar. 13-Accounting Society meets, South Hall
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Mar. H - Preinduction . spiritual, Rm. 47,
Albers Hall, 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Mar. H-Sodality movies for dorm students,
South Hall Auditorium, 9 p.m.
Thursday, Mar. 15-Economics Club meeting, South Hall
_Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Palmisano, pre-med who is prominent in the Famly Relations Club,
and Thomas Gallagher, News
Managing Editor, are the junior
clasmen who received appointments.

Economists To Hear Talk
S. A. _Krupa, Cincinnati supervisor of the Hoover Co., will address the Economics Club Thursday.

One Week S·tand
This Week
By Slan Herrlinger
It Was Bound To Happen Sooner Or Later
In the spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to thought
of love, but this· spring the "young men" of the editorial staff
have unwittingly turned to me to write one chapter of "One
Week Stand." Well, this'll teach 'em to be so careless!

• • • • •
••

So as to keep you informed on any and all of the latest
"movements" of thought which
are taking place here and abroad
we feel it is our duty not to overlook a "renaissance of physical
development" which is taking
place among a certain group of
seniors here at X.
A club has been formed by
these men with the express Plll"pose of resurrecting the once
great, but now dormant, physical
prowess of each of its members.
To put it more· plainly-to do a
little much-needed exercise and
in "some cases" to iose some excess poundage. This group has
been appropriately named by one
of its members (our beloved ed·
itor-in·chief, Mr. Fred Newbill,
·no less) "The Aching Back·Athletic Club."
Among the ~ more illustrious
members of the ABAC are none
other than Senators Denny (I'm
not worried) Barron and "Slim"
Jim Keefe, both of Student
Council. T h e aforementioned
members are really only members on paper. They seem reluctant to become "actives." The
spirit is willing but the flesh is
weak.
Among the· "actives" are Don
(Set Shot) Albers, Tom (I prefer
handball) Harris a n d yours
truly. These latter men are no
longer weak, flabby, uncoordina~
ted, obese (this word is borrowed
from Max Lammers) individuals
since they have gone into training.
Rather they are now sore, ach·
ing, exhausted, blistered, indivi·
duals who are debating whether
to go back to school or to a hos-·
pital.
' Well, it was a good idea, anyhow.

• • •

Student Council is throwing its
weight around again. It seems
that the Jesuit College Newspaper Association, headquarters
of which is here at Xavier, decided that it was much too
cramped for space witff one half
of a desk in the News office.
So its members set out in
search of an office. On coming
upon a seemingly unused room,
~ontents of which were .•

covered with dust and which
room from all indications had
not been the s•te of human activity for many years, the
JCNA "workers" decided that
this was it; this was the space
which they needed so desperately.
There was ·a sign on the door
which indicated that this room
was the headquarters of the Student Council, but since no man
had 'ever seen any members of
this honored group anywhere in
the vicinity of the place, it was
concluded that it was now public
domain. After all, wasn't that
1918 calendar hanging on the
wall sufficient indication?
So, taking the elephant by the
tiail and with a new lease on life,
these hungry enthusiasts set
about cleaning up the place. They
evicted a bird and itW nest from
the drawer of the desk. They
threw out old motions by former
members of the Council which
had not been seconded. They
took down the Student· Council
sign which had been posted on
the door replacing it with a
JCNA sign.
THIS WAS THEIR BIG MISTAKE! Word quickly spread as
to what had happened. (Someone
said that. a member of the Debating Society on whose door the
Student Council sign was placed,
was the instigator of the furor).
One of the members of Student
Council threatened a speech from
the floor of Council but was dis·
suaded on the grounds that it
would get his clothes dirty.
Before the JCNA members
knew what had happened, their
records and equipment had been
moved to a new site, the floor of
·a nearby hallway.
All is tranquil again. Student
Council has rearranged the fur·
niture in its old quarters, made
some new motions (these were
seconded as a safety measure)
and posted a new -1951 calendar
for all posterity to see. Mean·
while, JCNA is debating whether
to move back into its half-desk or
try to move into somebody else's
office. Good luck boys!

Associated Colleitate Pr..

-

The Catholic Seho0l 'Pre. All'n.
IntereollerJate Collece 1'"'8
Ohio College Newspaper All'n.

II
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'Freud True In fart; Erro1·s
Should Not Blind' - Schwa1·tz
By Maurice Moore ·
"Conscience and the Superego"
was the title of a lecture given by
Dr. Herbert T. Schwartz, professor of philosophy at Xavier, to
the members and guests of the
Psychology Club Monday evening
in the Fine Arts Room.
. Schwartz prefaced his ireatment of Freaudian Psychoanalysis with a brief discussion on
the position of the· tlieologian and
the philosopher with respect to
the specialized· sciences. He stated
that metaphysics, as the servant
of faith, is the ruler . and interpreter of the special sciences.
Schwartz went on ·to say that
the underlying idea· of Freud is
the battle between the superego,
which corresponds to the Christian concept of · conscience, and

Fund ])rive Plea
Group Formed'XU' Prof Heads
Another division of the Fund
and Good Will Campaign reached
the formal organization stage at
a dinner held at the SheratonGibson on Monday evening. Under the chairmanship of Professor George Selzer of the accounting department, 20 representatives of the trades, industries and
professions in Cincinnati met to
set up a campaign organization
to carry the University's milliondollar appeal to their groups.
Speakers at the meeting ineluded: Very Rev. James F. Maguire, S. J., Xavier president; C.
Glynn Fraser, professor of sociology and campaign director; and
Professor Selzer. James "Scotty"
Robertson was appointed division chairman.
.
· He is ~ former Dads Club officer and is father of Robert Robertson '42. Robertson has already
started establishing the organization ·covering the groups represented at the dinner.

~ake-Up

Exams To Be
Held Next- Week; $2 Per
The Dean's office has announced that make-up exams for
students who missed the final
exams at the ending of the last
semester will be held· in the Library, Rm. 31, at 6: 45 p. m. next
week, Monday through Friday. A
fee of $2 will be charged for
each exam.
·
All students who were absent
from any examination will be
notified by letter in the near future.

Senior. Meet Postponed
A senior class meeting, originally scheduled for next Monday,
has been postponed until Monday, March 19, Class President
Jim Keefe announced. Several
important matters will be di~
cussed including the class dedication, class gift, Senior Ball and
the collection of class dues.

Raincoats
Umbrella,.s
Rubben
Galoshes

...

for men, women
and cblldren.

the id of the animal apetites. The
unfortunate victim of this battle
is the ego or the will.
The error in Freud lies in the
fact that he denies the existence
of a rational soul. According to
him the force influencing the
actions of an individual are external.
Schwartz pointed out that we
must assimilate the truth in
Freud's theories. Freud understood man's need for help and
mercy. Translated into the Catholic thought we see man's need
for the. help and mercy of God.

'Our Town' Cast
Announcecl; Play
Set For Mid-April

16-Man Com1nittee
To Pick Queen .At
Afternoon Party

Selection of the Queen of the
Junior Prom will be in the hands
of the 16-man committee for the
dance which is headed by Junior
class president Jack Gallagher.
Thirteen or 14 students of the
Evening College will be selected
from among those eager and eligible and will be invited to a
cocktail party given by commit·teeman Charlie Hardig. A social
afternoon with the members of
the committee will be followed
by the selection of one girl to
wear the queenly crown from
among the candidates.
The Prom itself \V.lll be held at
the Topper Ballroom April 13,
with Jimmy .James, his orchestra
and an intermission-trio providing continuous music from 9 to 1.
Committee members who will
comprise the board of selection
are, besides Gallagher and Hardig, Norm Grevey, Al Waddell,
Frank Mooney, Tom Smith, Gene
Gallagher, Bob Weigand, John
Fitzgerald, Dick Kleinschmidt,
Ron Wilke, Tom Mussio, Herc
Ruether, .John Bacci, Jack Gessing and Jim Bulger.

With the Masque Society gearing up for another production,
the members of the cast of its
forthcoming play, "Our Town,''
were announced Monday by Director William Schulte. Included
in the list of players were Ed··
ward Brandabur in the role of
Dr. Gibbs, James Ausdenmoore
as Howie Newsome, John Grissmer playing Wally Webb, Ronald Hushed-Up Landslide
Williams as Mr. Webb, Thomas Uncovered By News
Hustmeyer as Simon Stinison and
School authorities this week,
Pat Gormley playing the part of successfully hushed up a landGeorge Gibbs.
.,.
slide on the military side of camOther members of the cast for pus, until the News ferretted it
the fair sex include Doris Wolf as out. Earth gave way under a
Mrs. Gibbs, Jean Wedig as Re- portion of the driveway leading
becca Gibbs, Mary Agnes Noonan in back of the Armory and left
playing Emily Webb, Naomi Mon- a gaping hole two weeks ago.
dien as Mrs. Soames and Barbara
Due to the "sweat one day and
Wilworth as Mrs. Webb. Jim wear your long-johns the next"
O'Brien will play the part of Joe Cincinnati weather, a portion of
Crowell Jr.
the asphalt road constructed on
According to Schulte, graduate the soft earth caved in.
fellow in speech, "Our Town" is
School "engineers" have been
scheduled for production in the viewing the gap to plan their
middle of April. The tryouts were "sti:ategy of attack" to conquer
held last Thursday, Friday and their "enemy." And the crator
Sunday.
remains.
;;;;;;;;;~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~

••• better get going by

GREYHOUND
Save Coming ancl Going •• with Low Round Trip Fares
Akron .
Ashland, Ky.
Atlanta :
Haiti.more
Chattanooga
Chicago, Ill.
Cleveland, 0.
Columbus, 0.
Corbin, Ky.

Round Trip
• $ 9.30 Detroit, Mich .
5.35 Evansville, Ind.
15.60 Inclianapolis,Incl.
20.20 Knoxville
11.45 Lexington, Ky.
10.80 Louisville
9.30 Minneapolis .
4.90 New York
6.95 New Orleans
Plus U. S. Tax

.

Round Trip
. $10.45
8.95
4.90
10.00
3.10
4.70
23.15
23.85
26.20

GREYHOUND TERMINAL
5th and Sycamore
Phone: PA. 6000

.

GREYH'()UND

Pi Alpha Phi's
16th ANNUAL

BUNNY HOP
Easter Nite,. ~arch 25, 1951
l\'IAX'S LEADS AGAIN?

CASTLE

FARM

CHARLIE KEHRER
aud
HIS ORCHESTRA
Continuous Music· 9 to 1:30 ·Informal

----·--•

ij;Jjj

l\'IONOGRAJ\'I SERVICE

---··---

$3.00 Per Couple

With

Get your slacks, shirts, ties,
and other articles of clothing
personalized in perfected
hand - type initials - free !
In three minutes the amazing new Meistergra1,11 machine produces your own
initials . . • in any one of
hundreds of different styles.

·(/}.

This ad worth
$1.00 on purchase
of $5.00 or more.

•

Op_en Mon. till 9; Sat. till 7

DOOR PRIZES

---··--Make Reservations With· Members

•

• • ••

•AUA•
eV"'"•

.1

FOR CAMPUS
FASHIONS
.
,
NE CORNER SEVENTH AT CENTRAL

--~~~

Max's

''IHI llT1l HUuSI 01 f.IHQUH• CllJ
•

!

I

,,.
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BEARCAT QUINTET FAVORED IN CITY'S HOOP FINALE
Golfers Ready
For Turf Tiffs;
Vet Trio Bacl{

Musketeers Unclerclogs In Secdnd
Contest With Powerful Cincinnati

By Frank Sommcrknmp
Xavier's Musketeers will terminate their mediocre 26
game campaign Thursday night when they engage the MidAmerican Conference Champion Cincinnati Bearcats in the
With spring just around the Cincinnati Garden for the second time this season. A near
corner, the men who comprise the capacity crowd is expected to be on hand for the 8:30 p.m.

Keefe
It's just about the end of the road for the basketball squad.
Following the finale with the Bearcats, the Xavier cagers will call
it quits and other sports will take over the interest of the fan.
Not a few students were hoping that perhaps in view of the
tough schedule played by the Muskies this winter, the powers that
be at the Bradley Campus Tourney might smile favorably at the boys
in blue, as anxious as any other team to get the pleasure and pres·
tige of a post-season powwow.
The thrashing administered by the great Dayton team Sunday
night up North was the killing blow. Nine games are an awful lot
to ~ose in one season, no matter how tough you say your schedule
may be. The only answer could be that the schedule is tougher than
your team.

• • • • •

Following the U.C. game, Trainer Ray Baldwin will hang his
grey warmup jumpers up for the last time, wrestle the last pair
of blue-trimmed sox from the basketball players and that will
announce the return of the football and baseball teams to the first
floor dressing room.
The football players start their drills today and will wind up
business with the annual intra-squad game Friday, April 20. With
54 men turning out for the spring practice and with the draft status
of some in doubt, the intra-squad game might present more talent
than will be see at the games next fall.
The baseball team under Ned Wulk will begin working itself
into a unit Monday in preparation for its opening game with Miami,
Ohio on April 14.

• • • • •

The Dayton university people are as proud of their new fieldhouse as they are of their basketball machine. The Flyers' new
home, which is smaller than the Xavier fieldhouse but seats about
the same, was opened this season. Incidently, Xavier's two toughest
foes, Dayton and Kentucky, moved into new home courts this
winter and in the second contest with each team, the Musketeers
nullified respectable Cincinnati showings by getting walloped, 77-53
and 78-51, respectively.
Incidently, we have seen some great colleg.: teams, including
the Kentucky Fabulous five and this year's top-ranked Wildcat
Club, but the DaytoR's NIT bound ·Flyers would have to rank with
the best. They can all run and shoot and, in short, have that beatyou-to death power that can kill the spirit of an opponent.
A good example of this was the first half of Sunday's game.
With only four minutes left in the half, Xavier was only shy four
points, 27-23. Then wham, ham, alacazam and the halftime score
read Dayton, 43, Xavier, 24. That was the ball game. The two
schools might just as well have called off the second half and we.
an could have caught an extra hour or two of sleep at home.
• • • • •
While the Bearcats will be heavy favorites to take leg No. 2
of the 1950-51 city basketball title, the Musketeers might" win by
following their erratic schedule. In their unconscious seasonal
policy of winning every OTHER game, this contest should be in
the win column. For in the preceding four games, Xavier whipped
Gannon, bowed to Toledo, whipped Western Kentucky then bowed
to Dayton. So Bearcats beware !
If Cincinnati takes the City Championship, the loss will leave
Xavier with a 16 won, 10 lost record for the year, better than the
12-16 record of last year and identical to the record of the 1948-49
team·, but far below the hopes of most fans at the start of the season.

• • • • •

•

Of interest elsewhere on these sports pages is a recap of previous UC-XU games, written by Paul Cain, Jr. Cain collected most
of the facts from the scrapbook of his dad, Paul, Sr., a former
Xavier athletic great and present head of the Athletic Board of
Control.
In the closing stages of a mediocre season, Coach Lew Hirt
received a rousing vote of confidence from students and fans before
the Western Kentucky game last Wednesday. Designated as "Lew
Hirt Night," the evening was opened by presentation to Uncle Lew
of several presents from a large gathering of his hometown Hamilton friends.
,
Adding a surprise package to the golf bag, clubs, balls, etc.,
already given to the giant Xavier mentor, the basketball team
upset Ed Diddle's theatrical Hilltoppers after trailing badly at halftime.
Perhaps the biggest surprise of the night was when the players
carried Uncle Lew off the floor on their shoulders. The squad members didn't have too good a hold on the 200 pound plus coach and
it looked for a moment like the memorable evening for the coach
might be climaxed by an embarras11ing trip to the hardwood.

54 Grid Players Answer Kluska Call;
Intra-Squad Game Set For April 20
Spring football drills got underway Thursday afternoon as
some 54 Xavier grid~ers responded to Head Coach Ed Kluska's
first call.
Kluska, aided by Coaches Red
Lavelle, Ray Stackhouse, Ned

Wulk and Jim Marek, will put his
candidates through five st,renuous weeks of practice which will
be terminated by the intra~squad
game April 20.
Of the 54 players, 17 are juniors, 11 are sophomores and 26 are
freshmen.

Xavier golf team are preparing
for another season on the links.
Ten matches are on the schedule for this year, which .includes
the' Inter-Collegiate golf tournament, to be held May 21, at Ohio
University ·in Athens.
There are several new schools
appearing on the list of opponents this year. The teams which
have not been met previously
are, Hanover, Ohio U., and the
University of Detroit.
There is also the possibility of
a match being held with the team
from the Wright Patterson air
base.
This year's team will include
only three men who represented
Xavier last year. They are Dan
Dell, Jim Grady, both outstanding players, and Dick Herlihy,
also an outstanding and a greatly under rated player.
J. Gunning and F. Kunkemueller are new players eligible this
year and are marked as men -to be
watched by Coach Ray Baldwin.

tipoff. The freshmen clubs of the
two Queen City universities will
tangle in a preliminary game at
7:00 p. m.
The N a t i o n a l Invitational
Tournament contending Bearcats
blasted Coach Lew Hirt's cagers,
83-70, earlier this season. The
win gave the Bearcats a six to
their December win over X.
four lead in the rival UC-XU
basketball series.
Needless to say, the 'Cats
be six to 11 points favorites in
Thursday's tiff because of two
concrete factors, namely: their
impressive 16-3 season record and
their 13-point win over X earlier.
UC has lost only to De Paul (5253), Western Kentucky (70-75)
and Ohio U. (74-83).
The Musketeers liave emerged
on the short end nine times this

will

'X' Routs Western
In Real Thriller
Xavier added another attractive victory -to their imposing
total of home successes by overtaking Western Kentucky in the
second half for a 67-64 win on
Feb. 28. It was a fitting close to
the home schedule and gave the
Musketeers 10 triumphs in 11
tries on the fieldhouse floor.
Coach Lew Hirt was feted by
his Hamilton friends before the
game and his team proved the
perfect complements by revenging
an earlier loss to Western.
Towel-tossing Coach Diddle of
Western had his red linen flapping constantly as his Kentuckians fil'st roared into a big lead
and then wilted under a great
Muskie second half comeback.
Bill Hoffer had a big first half
and Gene Smith, Huck Budde and
Bob Dean carried the second heat
load. Hoffer and Smith divided
scoring honors with 14 points
apiece. Budde collected 11.

Coach John Wiethe
campaign while being victorious
16 times. However, two of the
defeats were suffered at the
hands of Kentucky and another
pair from the NIT-bound Dayton Flyers.
In comparison, the Bearcats
and the Muskies are as different
as Shakespeare and Joe Miller.
UC's man-to-man, overall press
seems to have been more effec-·
tive than Xavier's pick-'em up
mid-floor style of defense. Offensively, the Musketeers flirt

Capt, Joe Luchi
with the ten second back court
ruling while the fleet footed
Cincinnatians thrive on the Wiethe fast-break.
Also adding more weight to the
UC side of t h e Cincinnati
Championship scale is the fact
they stand second nationally in
team offense with 78.9 per game.
They .are right behind score
crazy North Carolina State. In
addition, they . are eighth as a
team in field-goal percenta~e,
with a 38.3 mark.
Thursday night's tipoff will
mark the last regular season collegiate contest for five Xavier
stalwarts and three Cincinnati
players. Playing their last for the
Blue and White will be Bill Hoffer, Captain Bob Dean, Bill Cady,
Dick Korb and Don Roberg. For
UC it'll be Bob Frith, Captain
Joe Luchi and Don Monk.
Leading the Bearcat scoring
drive thus far have been Center
Jim Holstein, Captain Joe Luchi
and Guard Bob Frith. Holstein
is heading UC in scoring again
this year with an average of 15.9
points per game w!lich ranks him
49th nati0naliy among leading

Center Bill Cady Outstanding
In Both Studies And Sports
By ]llde Hila
The best preface to any remarks on Bill Cady can be
stated in one word-consistent.
The 6'4" senior from Park Hills,
Ky., is first and foremost consis-

Bill Cady
tent to the principles that eight
years of Jesuit training have
given him: He is very studious,
earning by constant attention to
the books the good grades he has
received. He is consistent in his
pursuit of what a Humanist calls

the better things of life, and lastly, and of good fortu'ne for Xavier basketball, Bill is a consistent
athlete.
The blond, good looking Irisher
prepped at St. Xavier High
School where he captained both
the.football and basketball teams,
winning All-City and AU-State
in '46 and '47. He was leading
scorer on the Musketeers' brilliant
frosh squad of the following season and in his sophomore year he
swept to a starting berth after
the first four games. Working
with smooth Mal McMullen, Cady
wound out. the year with a sparkling total of 292 points.
Even this outstanding point
production fails to tell -the whole
story of Cady's arrival as a Mr.
Big in midwestern basketball
circles. His rebounding w a s
superb and his defensive play
was little short of terrific. He
drew Duane Kleuh, · a Helms
Foundation All-American, in the
ln~iana State game of that season and c~amped ~im to a measly
three points. Bill notched 17
markers o~f Wah-Wah Jones in
(Continued on Page 5)

Bearcat Bob Frith
scorers. Luchi, hitting the hoops
for a 13.8 average, is the nation's
best shot. His field-goal percentage for the season is 50.3 (87
goals in 173 attempts). Frit4 is
the only other Cat player with a
double figure average, He has
10.1.· points per encounter.
Xavier's old reliable Gene
Smith paces Coach Lew Hirt's
quintet. Smith, a 6'5" pivot man,
continues to make a new all time
Xavier individual scoring mark
for one season with each additional point.
Smitty, a high school teammate
of Bearcat Jim Holstein, has already scored 351 points this sea·
son which tops -the individual
record of old of 323 points held
by Art Morthorst. Averaging in .
the double figures per game with
Smith are Captain Bob Dean with
11 and Center Bill Cady with 1.0
Rounding out .the host team's
(Continued on Page 5)
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Time On His Hands

UC Favored Over Xavier
In Final Game For Both

(Continued from Page 4)
lineup will be Bill Hoffer, a real
pain in the neck to Coach John
Wiethe because of his all around
scoring ability in the past against
the Bearcats, along with dead eye
Don Ruberg.
Cincinnati's record to date:
UC
OPP.
112
Cedarville
44
97
Kentucky Wesleyan 4,1
70
Western Kentucky
45
64
W. Texas State
41
89
William and Mary
60
83
Xavier Uni.
70
52
DePaul U.
53
88
Western Reserve
51
86
D'uquesne U.
74
64
Pittsburgh U.
49
73
Western Michigan
ti5
69
Duquesne U.
54
Miami (Ohio)
52
Frank Meder, X.U.'s timer par-excellence, watches the action 66
Western Kentucky
75
at Xavier Fieldhouse with one hang on the clock controls. Assistant 70
Ohio University
50
timer George Rodenberg is on Frank's right. -Photo by Berning 86
Ohio University
83
74
62
La Salle
61
79
Miami (Ohio)
51
78
Western Michigan
6B
Won 16, Lost 3

''Old'' Timer Frank Meder
Is Standby At XU ·Games

By Jim O'Connell
Coaches and athletic directors may come and go at
Xavier, but Frank Meder, veteran timer at Xavier Stadium
and Fieldhouse, stays on and on. A varsity football or basketball game on the X.U. campus would be incomplete without
Frank who in 17 years has seen five athletic directors, four
football and four basketball - - - - - - - - - - - - coaches guiding the fortunes of leading. In reality Frank is one of
the most loyal Xavier followers
the Musketeers.
anywhere.
Frank first became acquainted
with Xavier in his capacity as There are plenty of stories
consultant engineer of the Bertke about Frank but perhaps the
Electric Company and subse- best one concerns a high school
quently fell in love with Blue tournament game when Frank
and White athletic teams. His and Pop Murray hid the gamP.
1
first job at the stadium was re- ball on each other.
porting the downs and yards-toSeen Great Stars .
go to the then hand-operated
Middle-aged Frank has seen a
· scoreboard with a field phone host of great athletes play for the
from the sidelines.
Musketeers, the best individual
Biggest Thrill
probably being Chet Mutryn.
It was while working in this However, Frank considers the
capacity that Frank saw the in- 1933-36 e1·a the greatest in Xavcident which gave him his big- ier sports since John Wiethe, Leo
gest thrill. It came in the 1938 Sack, Joe Krus.e and many othe:s
game against Providence College .. were outstandmg performers m
The visitors had driven deep into both football and basketball.
Xavier territory when Muskie
Frank, a non-catholic, is marsafety man Tom Hogan inter- ried and lives in Clifton and will
cepted a pass and started up the admit frankly and modestly that
west sidelines behind g 0 0 d he gets a tremendous kick out of
blocking. Just when it appeared working Xavier games. Little
that he was going all the way, noticed by the average fan, he
John Barnini, a Providence will be back on the job next seaplayer who had just been put out son and for many more to come,
of the game for unnecessary and enjoying every well-timed
roughness, leaped off the bench, minute of it.
almost knocking Frank down,
------and tackled Hogan. After a big
discussion Xavier was given a
touchdown and went on to win,
33-7. A fellow by the name of Ed
Kluska was playing end for the
Muskies. that year.
Dayton at Dayton proved to be
In 1947 when the Western
even
popular than Dayton at
Union clock was installed, Frank
moved up to the pressbox and Xavier as the Flyers poured on
has kept time and operated the the heat and whacked Xavier,
77-53, last Sunday before 5500 in
new scoreboard from there.
their fieldhouse.
"Tough Customer"
The Musketeers had hopes of
Frank has .been a fixture at avenging the previous Dayton
Musketeer basketball games al- win, which was Xavier's only
most as long as he has at the home loss, but the NIT-bound
stadium and remembers when he Flyers pulled away to a 19 point
used to operate a manual score- lead at the 20 minute mark and
board from where the present stretched it to 24 in the ~inal half.
clock installed in 1940 now Dayton controlled the rebounds
stands. Working not just Xavier throughout the game as well as
games but a 100 or more high controlling the score.
Don Meineke exercised his
school contests as well, Frank has
become so proficient as a timer usual command of the situation
that veteran cage referees never and took 'scoring tops with 22
worry when they see the familiar points, the same as he sco1·ed in
figure with the hat behind the the previous game. Bob Dean hit
15 for Xavier~
clock.
Only once did the Musketeers
On the surface Frank gives the
appearance of a "tough cus- get close, pulling within four
tomer." However, his gruff man- points late in the first half, but
ner and sharp tongue, which the Flyers exploded a 16-for-one
have blasted many an official scoring· exchange and breathed
and press table-athlete, are mis- easy the rest of the game.

NJT.;,Bound Dayton
Romps Over 'X' In
Second Meeting

PAGE FIVE

Pivot Bill Cady
Scorer· Scholar

(Continued from Page 4)
that near-upset of Kentucky's
fabulous five. On another memorOPP. able evening he tore a good Long
XU
Island team apart with a 24 point
73
Ohio Wesleyan
40 performance.
78
Hanover
47
Then, with a promising junior
Kentucky
56
67 year to look forward to, Bill in79
John Carroll
56 j ured his knee in a baseball ac69
Evansville
71 cident, and first a cast and then
North Carolina
92
58 an operation were needed to put
Cincinnati
70
83 him back in working fashion. He
Loyola, Ill.
67
65 missed the first half of last seaWestern Kentucky
62
79 son on account of the injury but
Louisville
55
63 started back in great style by hitNotre Dame
60
52 ting 13 against Kentucky as the
Miami
64
49 second half of the season opened.
Tulsa
41
40 The knee hampered his effectiveToledo
79
59 ness somewhat and he finished
Morehead
65
59 up the year playing with a
Loyola (Md.)
77
53 bandage on both when a part of
Miami
72
52 the brace on the injured member
Dayton
57
63 carved a deep cut in the other.
Kentucky
51
78
Came the present season and
Louisville
72
69 Bill was set for a fitting finale.
Kent State
74
47 He started with 18 points in the
Gannon
79
67 opener and .then fell victim to
Toledo
61
70 the lineup juggling and he began
Western Kentucky
67
64 playing less than half of each
·Dayton
53
77 game. Bill thrives on steady participation and he couldn't hit his
Won 16, Lost 9
stride in those short spurts. The
wolves began howling, "Cady is
through." He offered no vocal
XAVIER
complaint but, put back on a
F*6-Hoffer, Bill, 6-2
steady playing diet, he soon was
F*16-Cady, Bill, 6-4
back in the headlines. He was
C*17-Smith~ Gene, 6-5
Consistent William once again
G*14-Dean, Bob (c), 6-1
and was the big cog in Xavier's
G*15-Ruberg, Don, 6-0
torrid mid-season drive. Bill
averaged 17 points per game dur3-Simms, Tom, 6-0
ing the seven game winning
4-Hils, Dave, 6-1
streak.
5-Berning, Dick, 5-9
Playeil Football
9-Mueller, Joe, 6-2 ·
Cady's biggest asset is his ter12-Korb, Dick, 6-4
riffic hustle and drive. He never
19-Budde, Huck, 6-4
loafs, not even in practice. De21-Donovan, Bill, 6-0
finitely not the flashy type, he
never takes a wild shot or gamTime: 8: 30 p. m,
bles on passes. He considers three
shots as his best percentage
babies and his points come on
these and on follow-ups. Bill's
deadlies are the turn around, a
short left-handed hook sliding
down the lane and a right handed
jump from 20 feet on in.
Bill played freshman football
and was wanted at Ohio State
solely for the fall sport. He found
· out early that two major sports
and proper attention to studies
pose an impossible feat, so he
dropped out of football. Bill
could have written his own ticket
to some of the larger schools, but
knowing the necessity of a Catholic education, he never gave
them a second thought.
The solid 200-pounder switched
his major from Economics to
English and is preparing now for
his comprehensive.
He is an usher at Music Hall
every Saturday night ithat is not
taken up with basketball and has
thereby come up with a new
nickname, "Thor," in honor of
Dick Korb
Thor Johnson, the Cincy Symphony Conductor.
biggest thrill in spo1·ts was XavFt. Scott has provided Bill
ier' 54-53 win over Cincinnati
last year, and he is convinced wioth summer employment for the
past two summers but this year
that the Hirtmen can pull the he anticipates assignment to a Ft.
same trick Thursday night.
.
.
.
of a different nature.
.A J::>h~sical education ~aJ.or,
Scoreless Once
Dick is m the process of wmmng Bill is a good enough baseball
his fourth 'X' for the Musketeers. player to have been offered a
Next summer will
· probably see
h'im m
. th e arme d f orces, b ut one shot at the pro ranks and he's
become something of a tennis bug
of th ese. d ays h e h opes t o b e in the past three summers.
·
teachin that left ha ded hook
Mr. Consistent's biggest present
g h
n
objective is to have a real hot
as a coac ·
night against UC. He's played
some good ball against the Bearcats but Bill has never rattled
lncludlnl' Western Kentucky Game
Player
G FG FA F1'1 PF TP the cords against them in true
Gene Smith ........21 lall JOI 72 61 s12• Cady fashion.
Bob Dean ............ 21 1111 79 M 1111 250
T h e clinching testimony of
Dill Cady ............ 21
86
63 46 66 218
Dick Korb ..........21 117 87 62 117 176
Dill Hoffer ..........21
117
llO 211 40 111!1 Cady's steadiness is the fact that
Tom Simms ........22
:n tn 28 32 JO:! only once in a basketball career
Don Ruberl' ........22 43 211 16 S" 102
Huck Budde ......17 211 22 16 2!J 00 dating to his freshman year in
Bill Donovan ...... Jfl
21
23 H 27
GO
high school has he been held
Dick Bernini .... 2
:I
O
O
"
6
Dave 1111• ............ :i
1
"
1 2
:i scoreless in a game and that was
Joe Mueller ........ 2
2
O o 1
o
the Kentucky contest of some
Total1 .............. H 628 M4 363 402 1,111!111
•AU-time Xavier 1eorln1 mark (oae weeks ago. He did not start that
1ea1on).
game.
1167.• avera1e.

Xavier ReCOrd

Probable Starters---Rosters
CINCINNATI
F*22-Melzer, Gene, 6-2
F*23-Luchi, Joe, 6-0
C*27-Holstein, Jim, 6-3
G*20-Frith, Bob, 5-11
G*33-Trabert, Tony, 6-0
21-Rain, Bob, 6-0
24-0sterman, Tom, 6-4
25-Hundemer, Will, 5-11
29-Welmer, Bob, 6-2
30-Monk, Don, 6-2
31-Huffner, Don, 6-2
32-Shipley, Jerry, 6-3
34-Cucinotta, Jim, 5-10
*Probably starters

l(orb Plays Seven Years For
Hirt; Earns Four 'X' Letters
Hi School Triple Threat;
Wants To Be Coach
By Jim O'Co1rnell
When Xavier pivot Dick Korb
moves to his right and lets go
with that strong left hand, the
chances are that the result will
be two points for the Musketeers.
Dick's seldom-failing and all but
impossible to block southpaw
hook shot has enabled him to
remain among the top Muskie
scorers although he has started
only a few of this year's contests.
A cool man under fire, "Bruno"
also makes good use of his six
feet, four inch, 210 pound frame
under the boards, and is one of
the leading rebounders on this
year's squad.
This is the seventh straight
year that the husky senior has
been playing basketball for Lew
Hirt. The Xavier cage boss was
coaching at Hamilton Catholic
High School when Dick was
winning his nine letters there,
three each in basketball, baseball
and golf. In his senior year Bruno
was the Rams' leading scorer and'
an all-Ohio selection.
Plays F our S.easons
k
to
I n F eb . 1947, D ic came
·
d h
b
· g
1
X av1er an
· b
· as th een L P aym
varsity all smce en. ast season the 22-year-old hook shot
specialist broke into the starting
lineup on several occasions, scoring 210 points in 27 games.
Dick believes that the best
performance of his athletic career came in last year's XavierKentucky game at Lexington
which saw the Wildcats squeeze
out a 58-53 victory.
Dick says Aldolph Rupp's teams
are always the toughest on the
Xavier schedule. However, he
rates Bill Anderson of Loyola of
Baltimore the top individual
performer he has faced. Dick's

-------

Leading Scorers

\
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Hirt's P1·e-Game Strategy Ai1·ed on WKRC
-··

I Robins

Return And Baseball
Practice To Start Monday
By Dick Connelly

Along with the first chirping of
the northbound robin each spring
comes the crack of hardwood
against horsehide. The robin was
heard recently, the latter 'sound
will be heard on campus this
week.
Yes, baseball is here again, to
take its place in the Xavier
sportlight.
Some members of the team
have been working out in· the
fieldhouse for some time, but organized practice is to begin Monday, March 12.
Coach Neel Wulk is looking
forward to a successful season
due to the fact that he has 8 lettermen returning from last year's
Listening with rapt attention,
the members of the basketball
team follow a chalk talk being
given before one of the home
games by Coach Lew Hirt (not
in picture). What added a special
touch to this pre-game strategy
session was that it was recorded
on tape by WKRC engineers for
presentation on Coach Lew Hirt's
sports show Thursday night.
A regular Thursday night narrator on the Sportsylvania Show,
sponsored by the Peasless-Gaulbert Corp., distributor of Sylvania
radio and television sets, Coach
Hirt presents interesting inter·views, sidelights and professional
comments. The tape recording of
the pre-game, halftime and postgame locker room conversation
was the highlight of his weekly
series.

Sportscaster Ed Kennedy, a
Xavier grad, handled the narration on the tape recording as well
as narrating the Sportsylvania
Show on Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays. Coach John Wiethe
of UC, another Xavier grad, is
presented on Monday night at the
6: 30 p. m. show time.'
Players shown are, left to
right, front row, Gene Smith,
Tom Simms, Joe Mueller, Don
Ruberg, Huck Budde and Dave
Hils. In second row, same order,
are Captain Bob Dean, Bill
(Fish) Donovan, Bill Cady, Bill
Hoffer and Dick Berning.
Arrangements for the recording were made through Paul
Schumate of WKRC and John
Nolan, Jr., Evening College instructor who is affiliated with the
Keelor and Stites Advertising Co.

team, bolstered by several promising men from last year's freshman team.
Prominent among the ·returning lettermen are the team Capt.
Don Ruberg and Bill Hoffer, who
double as regular starters among
Lew Hirt's cagers. Both men will
end their basketball careers at
Xavier with the University of
Cincinnati· game next week and
then will devote ·their full efforts to baseball.
The other returning lettermen
include, B. Schaeffer, Tom Moehringer, D. Russell, H. Rassel, J.
Harmon, and B. Roeckers, the
latter having gained fame on the
Xavier gridiron as well as on the
ball diamond.

•

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
·11umber 13 •••THE OCELOT

Xavier Upset U.C., 29-25,
In First Intra-City Contest_
By Paul Cain
Ed's Note: The following is an
account of the initial UC-XU
game which would have appeared the following clay.

Last evening March 8, the
Musketeers of St. Xavier College
overcame the Bearcats of the
University of Cincinnati in the
game dedicating Xavier's new
Memorial Fieldhouse. Approximately 12,000 people crammed
ttie new sports palace to get a
glimpse of the game which was
the best that this section of the
country has ever seen. A crowd of
2,000 people were standing in
line outside the fieldhouse at 6: 30
although the box office did not
open until 7: 15.
Before the game Dean Frank
W. Chandler, on behalf of Herman Schneider, president of University of Cincinnati, congratulated Fr. Hubert F. Brockman, S.J.,
President of St. Xavier College
and Mr. Walter S. Schmidt, donor
of the $325,000 fieldhouse
The Musketeers were definite
underdogs and only the most ardent Xavier fans entertained an
optimistic hope of victory. After
all, the Bearcats were the greatest quintet ever assembled in
Ohio-the champions in t h e
powerful Buckeye Association
and crown wearers in the great
Ohio Conference.
Dr. Dave Reese of Denison and
R. W, Finsterwald of S¥racuse,
the officials for the evening, got
the game under way at 9: 00 with
the center jump. UC's great
.center and captain, Red Bolton,
took the opening tip off and soon
after. little Hank Johnson was
fouled cutting for the basket. He
opened the scoring with a charity
toss al)d for the remainder of the
first half the Bearcats didn't
relinquish the lead.
Willie Popp, forward, sank a
long shot to make it 6-1. Burns
. -·· then register~d St. X's first field
goal with a shot from mid-court
and followed immediately with a

short shot to make it 6-5. Faithful Bolton tipped one in and the
UC fans went wild. McGrath,
X-captain, collected one from the
charity · line but Popp offset it
with an easy bunny making it
10-6. Burns, Muskie guard, piled
in a free throw and long shot to
pull within one point of the
Bearcats. Then Early and Franz
for UC. Cain and McGrath collected a point each from the
charity line making it 12-11. Big
Red Bolton pulled his famous
"under-the-basket" play for a
tally as the half ended 14-11.
The Muskies rallied at the
start of the second half with a
shorty by McGrath and a long
shot by Burns putting the Saints
ahead 15-14. Then the St. X fans
went l!'razy. Early hit for two,
Franz put in a "snow shot" and
Early scored again to put the
Varsity out in front by five
points. Burns revived the Saints
with a shot from mid-floor but
King fouled Bolton who promptly scored from the foul line.
Burns scored again from way out
and Cain drove in for a bunny to
net ·things 21 all. King then
pulled a tip in and set the crowd
on its feet yelling. It was soon
canceled by Bolton who also tipped one in but Dial missed a free
throw and so with six minutes to
play the score was tied at 23 all.
McGrath potted a long one as the
Varsity took time out with the
score 25-23.
Then Xavier's Chip Cain pulled
the most spectacular play of the
evening-an old favorite of the
Buffalo Germans. While the ball
was at the UC end of the court
Cain slipped down under his own
basket and Burns heaved the
ball the whole length of the court
to Cain who p1·omptly scored.
That was the bucket ihat broke
the "Cats' " spirit.
With the score 27-23 Bolton
made his final basket which left
UC still trailing. X froze the
ball until the last moment when
McGrath drove in for a bunny
ending the scoring and the game.

Ou.r feline friend may not be from Missouri, but she sure ___,..._ _,,
likes to be shown! She saw right through those thin., quick-trick, cigarette
tests and realized you couldn't fairly judge a cigarette's mildness with a
mere one puff or a s~ift sniff. Right on the spot, she decided they weren't
fur her! Sophisticated, but

shr~wd, she knew what she ~vanted.

Tlie Sensible Test ••. the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test,
which simply asks you to try Camels as your steady
smoke-on a pack after pack, day after day basis.
No snap htdgments needed. After you've enjoyed Camelsand only Camels-for 30 days in your "T-Zone"
(T for Tluoat, T for Taste), we believe .you'll know why •••

.

More People Smoke Camels
fllan any other clgareHel

...
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Students Have
To Set Example,

PAOB SBVBN

I

Warns Sauter
Service Good Chance
For Catholic Action

By A.I Mo•er
Unfortunately, when there are plays to be reviewed and
nice people to be talked about, too many things go undone in
a helter-skelter column of· this sort. That guy up at the top
occasionally has to put the opera glasses down and look a
little closer at the things around here. One of the things that
needs mentioning is the Sodality's
weekly movies.
Way back last semester when
the Sodality raffled off the
"Thing" I realized th~~ there v:as
some sort of publicity genius
hovering around in their administration. The genius turns out to
be a thin little guy who's the new
Prefect of the organization, Paul
Sweeney.
.
Paul's done one of the most
amazing jobs of publicity that
I've seen in four years at Xavier.
I believe that in some aspects it
even outshines the flashy campaigns of our recent colleague,
John Hiltz. Mr. Hiltz of the
flashing lights, and ten-foot high
election signs would have popped
his eyes at some of young Paul's
promotion. And the amazing
thing is ·that people are going to
see these movies; and they're
religious, too!

"

· t • to o, t o the
There's
. a post s cnp
Bellarmme Players' production
of "Tidings Brought to Mary."
Bob Casey the manager of the
Cincinnati 'Symphony Orchestra,
and originator and manager of
the whole Biennial Festival was
at the last performance of the
play. He was amazed at the immensity of the crowd. According
to him, the Bellarmine Players
had proportionately the largest
crowd of any of the other festival
activities.
"

"

"

Both Bob and his wife were
moved by the Scharpers• performances, and Mary Casey remarked that she would like to
have a record of Mr. Scharper,
if he only recited the alphabet.
Too bad we didn't have the
Angelus record made then. I'd
have invited her to drop in South
Ball any day at noon.

.."

"

Bill Schulte's succession of successes have all been happy occa~
sions for me. It wasn't only the enjoyment of his acting, then his
writing, and directing, but each roused an additional memory of
a white-haired kid who used to sing soprano solo in Immaculate Conception Church, Newport, a few years back. <I. understand he's still
soloist, but not quite soprano.) To me there's just never been anybody who could sing "Jesus, My Lord, My God, My All," like Bill
Schulte. I would never have liked to admit that I cried in church,
but I must have invented some awfuly large cindel's to explain the
moisture on my cheeks. Bill has a lot to say in the theatre, and it's
to Xaviel''s credit that he was trained here.

• • •

The last of the ·"tremendous
trifles" concerns the band. Several months ago it was announced
that the band would receive major awards. A survey was to have
been made and the type of
awards decided from the results
of the survey. This announcement
should be forthcoming in the
next week or. so, and I'm sure
that no other news on the campus
will be mor.e heartily applauded.
The band is one of the most admired organizations in this school.
I occasionally attempt a sort of
sophisticated · aloofness in this
column, but whenever I talk
about the band and Gil Maringer,
it all breaks down into a torrent
of enthusiasm. They're just a
grand bunch, and there's not
·much more you can say, except to
break the back of the tired old
word "terrific" a little more to
describe their playing at the basketball games.

The Xavier student entering
the service, because of his spiritual and intellectual training, has
a heavy burden of example to
carry, warned William E. Sauter,
Instructor in Philosophy, at the
second of 11 Wednesday afternoon Pre-induction Spirituals in
Rm. 47.
. "There is both a quantitative
and qualitative aspect to be considered with relation 'to the practice of Catholic action in the
armed forces," Sauter explained
to the group. "Bv
'qualitativ.e' I
o1
mean that the number of your
friends and acquaintances will be
radic_~lly inceased; by 'qualittive,'
that you will meet men of all
religions or perhaps of no religion. Many of these men will be
intellectually uneasy in their heliefs - perhaps, even without
•French Cuffs • Pleated Plap Pockec • hrmlDdt AoU Co)lar
knowing it themselves, searching
for the truth that we now take
•LutUoaa Hlab c~ Bloadcloda •.Pflee ••• 5.00
for granted. They·may very well
'
l!;>0k to us, as educated Catholic
11e1 •Price ··- 2.IO
laymen, for advice, information
and guidance."
••• l'RBE KONOGBAll •••
Sauter's lecture, entitled "Your
Service Can Be a Missionary En~..,..don •.been 1Mdlc oa st~s ca-Hay, ..,.. .., wluo.
terprise," stressed the opportunities for Catholic Action in service, as well as the means for making the years in service of value
in preparing for an eventual career.
"By your actions on and off
duty," he said, "by the intelligent
'12 VINE ST. CINCINNATI .2, OHIO
MAtN 1666
and thoughtful respect you show
for the things of God and your
Church, by the conversations
you may begin o~ enter into, you
will have an incomparable op- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
portunity to give more of the
goods of your faith to more men,
A.top Cincinnatf•
an opportunity, incidentally, that
may never be given again."
Historic M111ic Ball
The ·next lecture in the series
will be given by Rev. Francis T.
Dietz, S. J., Student Counsellor.
The subject will be: "Should
You Get Married Before or During Service?"

•,,... ••Um,...
···--

Debaters To Talk
ummer
urses
At Speech Tourney UNIVERSITY
of MADRID
Study and Travel
In Va. March 22
A RARE opportunity to en-

Administration officials a r e
permitting the Philopedians to go
to Mary Washington College,
Fredericksburg, Va. for the
speech tournament to be held
there March 21-25. Since they
are not interested in the oratorical contests slated for the first
day, the Philops don't intend to
arrive there till March 22.
Senior Art Reid, after ·a semester of inactivity, is again debating
and Sophomore Jim Murdock has
joined the society.
In the intramural debate held
March 1, Paul O'Brien and Herc
Ruether won a split decision over
George Darrah and Matty Wade
who were upholding the Resolution that "the non-communistic
countries should form a new international organization."

joy memorabie experiences in
learning and living! For students, teachers, others yet to
discover fascinating, historical
Spain. Courses include Spanish language, art and culture.
Interesting recreational program included.
For details, write now to

Spanish Student Tours

And Bis
CLYDE TRASK Orchestra
RESERVATIONS--- CH .3086

Saturday Eve
March 10

500 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 18, N. Y.
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PAGB BIGHT

the light and tried to track it
with his night binoculars, and Dr.
A. D. Cannon and Einar Nelson
in a private plane saw the strange
light. Alt four of these people.in
different places watching the
same thing could not have been
wrong about the fact that there
was something there.
Mantell Kllled
Capt. Thomas E. Mantell wasn't
so lucky as Gorman. Capt. Mantell chased an object sighted over
Godman A. F. Base near Ft. Knox,
and was destroyed by it. The Air
Force in its release on this case
said that he blacked out from

What About Flying Sa1J.cers?

anoxia while chasing the planet
Venus. Mantell was known for
his good judgement and ftne phyical condition. He had an excellent war record and had been
trained with all other pilots to
observe carefully what he saw.
It doesn't seem likely that he
would go berserk over an unidentified object. The Venus theory doesn't hold up either since
the astronomers report said that
Venus's azimuth was such that
due to its dimness it could hardly
be seen even if one knew right
where to look.
Continued Next Week
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Too Important To ForgetCartoon By Tom Saal

By Bob Dul/
Senior English major Bob Duff
attempts to clarify the famous
Flying Saucer mystery.
,.

Last year there was a good bit
of talk and speculation about the
flying saucers, but now you
hardly ever hear of them. Some
say the Air Force has hushed the
whole thing up for purposes of
security, while qthers say the reason was the Air Force's inability
to explain the strange objects
sighted all over the United States
and in other parts of the world.
About a year ago a book appeared titled "The Flying Saucers
Are Real!" by Don Keyhoe. In it
Keyhoe took the reader step by
step through his investigation of
the mystery and arrived at the
conclusion that the saucers were
real.,He said that they were probably from the planet Venus · or
Mars. He indicated that they were
possibly powered by a force derived from the crossing of the
lines of magnetic force surrounding a planet.
Makes Several Errors
Actually, Keyhoe's assumptions
are not unfounded, though he
does appear to be in gross
error concerning several points of
science. Keyhoe was convinced
that the saucers were not hallucinations as some Air Force
reports said. In fact, after a survey of all governmental data and
reports issued, it was difficult to
determine whether the Air Force.
or anyone else in the government
knew much more than the man in
the strei!t, with the posible exception of the Air Force's "Project Saucer," which apparently
knew a lot more than it wanted
to ·admit. The real dope here has
never been learned.
There have been many attempts
to explain the saucers, ranging
from Russian guided missles to
the three stock-in-trade answers
which the Air Force seemed to
want to give every sighting:
1. Misinterpretation of various
conventonal objects~
2. A mild form of mass hysteria.
3. Hoaxes.
Two Unexplained Cases
Let it be known that to the
satisfaction of many, these three
answers do not explain the Mantell case or the Gorman case. In
both of these case pilots of long
experience in military flying
chased strange objects which outmanuvered them and outflew
them.
The cases occurred in different
parts of the country at different
times and under different conditions, one in the daylight and the
other at night. Capt. Thomas F.
Mantell was killed in his incident,
but the other pilot came out of
it. There still is no explanation by
the military or by any scientist
that would satisfy the ordnary
man in the street, much less a
technician. As to the Air Force
explanation of misinterpretation
of various conventional objects,
it doesn't hold water when the
facts of the Gorman case are

known nor does the mass hysteria
hold good.
Gorman, an A i r N a t i o n a l
Guardsman of unquestionable integrity, was about to land his
F-51 at Fargo Airport in Nebraska when he sighted a strange
light below him. Since the tower
had cleared him he called them
again. They reported only a Piper
Cub which was wating to take
off. Gormari saw the Cub and the
light. They were not the same.
He chased the light which led

him a very merry chase and later
said that it could not have been
a guided missle, or any radar reaction device which would steer
away from any object in the vicnty, because the thing acted differently to the same circumstances.
G o r m a n s a i d , "There was
thought behind every move the
light made." Gorman wasn't the
only one who saw the light that
night of Oct., 1948. L. D. Jensen,
the tower operator at Fargo, saw

The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
I

in every student's diet.

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
2519 Vine Street

AV. 6480

i

WCKIES TASTE BEriER
THAN ANY OTHER aSAREnE 1
Fine tobacco-and only fine tobacco-can
give you the perfect mildness and rich taste
that make a cigarette completely enjoyable.
And Lucky Strik~ means fine tobacco. So if
you're not happy with your present brand
(and a 38-city survey shows that millions are
not), switch to Luckies. You'll find that
Luckies taste better than any othet ciaarette. Be Happy-Go Lucky today!

L.S/M.F.f.-_..
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Boosters' .Ball :
To Be Mtcl·Spr111a
~
l(nigbt's Drea111

Rambling Thru ...
The Night School
By Marilyn Henry
It won't be long now before Lent is a thing of the past.
Easter will be here and gone before we know it. I wonder
how many of us have kept the promises we made at the beginning of Lent. tf we find ourselves getting a little lax, it is
time we take stock of ourselves and renew our pledges.

At a general meeting of the
Booster Club Friday, the principal point of business discussed
was the annual Knight and Lady
Ball which will be held on a Saturday late in April or early May,
the date to be announced in the
near future.
Nominations for candidates for
Knight and Lady were accepted
from the floor and will be published as soon as all have been
contacted.
Miss Ruth Wood, last year's
Lady, and Lou Grome, Knight of
1949, substituting for his brother,
Harold, who has been called into
the service, were appointed to
handle the details of the balloting
and campaigning. Dan Bondick
was appointed to engage a Ball
Room.
'President Joe Sanker made a
special appeal to the Boosters to
advertise Rev. John Malone, S. J.
Xavier Evening College's "Old
Friend" as retreat master, and to
make plans to attend.
The Hepp sisters, Jane and
Judy, entertained the members
with and exhibition of Kentucky
Folk Dancing.

For those who "just didn't get - - - - - - - - - - - - around to it," 'it is still not too
No~·,
late to make the Lenten season
beneficial to themselves and thefr
loved one, by offering a little of
Tom Hanna, ex-Bursar and
their time to THE MAN who did
Secretary
of the EC, has reported
not worry about time when he
gave HIS life for us on the Cross. in a recent letter from the West
Coast that he is still enjoying th•~
sights of the West but that he is
Down here at 520 Sycamore expectantly awaiting word to
Street things are buzzing as send him across the blue Pacific,
usual. The final plans for the re- as soon as he finishes a period of
treat have been completed and a intense combat training.
good turnout is expected. Anyone
Hanna was re-called into the
interested can contact the office
army last January.
for particulars.
:-------------.

Hanna Happy
Soon To Hop Sea

. "' .
..

...

There have been about 25 to
30 nominations made for Knight
and Lady of the Spring Dance.
After they have been screened
we will announce who the candidates are. Following this there
will be a short' period of rivalry between the otherwise
friendly students at EC for the
campaigning will get into full
swing. Whether or not you get
to be Knight or Lady of the
dance I'm sure I can promise
a good time for all.

• • •

There will be a meeting of the
First Year Club in the near future anif I would like to see the
swell crowd we had at last semester's session. You can never
tell just what is going to turn tip
at the meeting. In the "back
room" you can usually find a
card game or two, along with the
juke box going at full swing, and
as ever, a number of gab-fests.
Come along and see for yourself
what fun can be had. Watch the
bulletin board for the exact time.
• • •
As yours truly was chosen to
be a Red Cross volunteer I might
tell you of the difficulties I've
encountered. I chose last Saturday to start on my way so as to
be finished way ahead of time.
My teri:itory is about a half mile
from my home, and just as I arrived, (after hoofing it all the
way), it seemed like the heavens
broke lose.
. As you might remember it did
rain quite hard that day. By the
time I got back home I had Red
Cross stickers literally all over
me. They .had gotten wet and
with the sticky surface on the
backs of them, well, you can
imagine what happened.
Oh well, now that I have
"gummed" this up, I'll leave
you until next week.

Contest Preli ms 12 Dor111 Students J~iu

Reel Cross. Fu~cls .Drive
On Wednesday· mitory
Twelve Xavier u111vers1ty dorstudents have joined the
Washington Oratorical Preliminaries will be held Wednesday
in Rm. 10, Philip Scharper, director of forensics, announced this
week. Any individual is eligible.
Contestants should prepare a
five minute speech on any topic
and be prepared to talk at or
about 1:30 p. m. To fix an exact
time they should see the secretary
of the teacher's room in 106,
Scharper said. Eight individuals
will be chosen for the finals,
~r~i~~e:l~llinb!p~i~~d during the

The winner will · receive a
medal, to be awarded at graduation exercises.

Red Cross solicitation forces in
the Avondale area. They went
into action last Thursday, in a
door-to-door campaign in the
general area of the university.
The special collegiate "task
force" includes John Barnhorn,
Paul Charters, Patrick Garrigan,
Thomas Gast, Ralph Gluhm, John
Grissmer, Donald Multney, Herman Rassel, Lawrence Schuchte,
James Voor, David White and
Russell Wilson.
~. .-..-..-..-...-. .-..-..-..-...-. .-..-..-...-. .-..-..-..-...-. .-;
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If a crew of Sherlock Holmes'
with cameras are spied sleuthing
the halls of the EC let it be
known that they are trying to
detect the future Prom Queen
who is to be selected from the
Evening College. Any girl interested in becoming a candidate
can get further details from the
Office.

Grade Cards Almost Ready
Grade cards for the first semester will be ready for distribution
within the next two weeks, the
EC Registrar's office announced
Wednesday. Notice will be posted
on the bulletin board when they
are to be picked up.

Ballet Devotees Meet
The first class in "Understand··
ing the Ballet" was held in Miss
Harriet Smith's studio at 507 E.
Third St. at 7:30 p.m. Monday
March 5.
Anyone interested in registering for ~his clas~ can .r~g~ster at
t?e Xavier Evening D1v1s1on Office.

Pioneer Lounge
Gets Wine Drapes
The addition of wine-colored
drapes and lighting in the Pioneer Room to reduce glare was
announced by the Campus Committee at their weekly meeting,
Monday night in the Pioneer
Room.
Ed · Nock, president of the
Dorm Cuncoil, suggested committeemen join with other students
in bringing friends for dancing
on Friday and Saturday evenings
at the Pioneer Canteen.
Bob Caverly, of Barracks 12,
announced that the movie this
Sunday for dorm students would
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ofovefg. efoctel6_
No m1tt1r whit tfi1 occ11ion,
no m1ff1r who the recipient,
1 b11utlful, gr1ceful locket is
1lw1y1 "good giving". We've !::::
• wonderful 11lection of loc•ets, 1jjjj
f11turin9 your school cr11t to 1····

World Series. Show time is 7: 30
p. m. in the auditorium in South
Hall.

New Orleans Jesuit Here
Up from balmy New. O~Ieans
for a Lenten st~y at Xavier 1s the
Rev. Robert Pm~stoc~, S. J .. Fr.
Pingstock, now m his Tertianship, is serving as temporary
pastor of Bellarmine Chapel,
conducti~g the Novena of Grae~,
the Evening Rosary and the Friday Way of the Cross.

::;~~~:;b~.d··=-~'
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Ready for· Easter

For your Easter glamour, let our experts
clean, gaze and remodel the skins in your
old fur coat and transform them into a new
spring 1951 style-right cape. Most furs ...
45.00. Additional cost if extra skins are
needed.

Mabley's Fur Repair . •

E

5

Let Us Remodel • • •
¥our Old Fur Coat Into
a Fashionable Cape

'l-ttoiUpr/-1
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No Xavier entry placed among
MANUFACTURING
the first 10 in the finals of the E
5
Jesuit intercollegiate contest, it E
COMPANY
5
was learned this week. Approximately 30 entries were submitted S
5
by Jesuit schools in the mid-west E l l S East Si"xth Street 5
area early last month.
§
Xavier essays were by Bernie
Cincinnati, Ohio
Walsh, honors freshman; Tom 5
5
Lippert, honors frosh and a mem- S
CONRAD FOCHT, Sr.,
5
ber of the News staff, and Jim §
Proprietor
§
Glenn, yearbook editor.
Smm11111111111111111111111111111111111111i

Get Your Furs
Highest IQ in the second Chesterfield Sports Quiz belonged to
Patrick Gormley III, Bachelor of
Science sophomore. Pat w a s
awarded a carton of Chesterfields
for answering all eight questions
correctly.
The ·third set of questons are
as follows:
1. Who is the "Little Professor?"
2. How many Americans have
won the British Open golf
championship?
3. When were the first recorded Olympic Games?
4. When was swimming added
to the Olympic program?
5. Who was the only fighter to
hold three titles simultaneously?
6. What are the, "Queensburry
Rules?"
7. Who is Little Miss Poker
Face?.
8. What is a bonspiel?
Bring your answers to the News
office on the third floor ·of the
Union Building or mail them to
Dan Schwertman, Xavier University News, Xavier University,
Cincinnati 7, Ohio. In case of ties,
the earliest received will be
selected.

5

§

No Xavier Entry Succeeds ~
In, College Essay Contest ~

Sleuths Seeking To Spy
Prom Queen In EC Halls

2 M. D. 's Talk On Physical
8
Side Of Married Life
~e·;·v;:~:n :1~h!:b~n ~~es19~~

Dr. Joseph Crotty gave a lecture
to the women at the second meeting of the Pre-Cana Conference
held last Thursday and Dr.
Schleuter gave the men's lecture.
The topic was "The Physical Aspects 'of Marri~e."
Mr. and Mr·s. Frank Glueck
were to speak on the Economical
Aspects of Marriage Thursday.
Engaged couples who would
like to attend the balance of the
lectures can do so by phoning
reservations to AX 2529. There is
no charge for the lectures.
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Fourth Family Lif~ Confere~ce To Fill Xavier
Weekend; ~chbishop Alter To Speak Sunday
The fourth annual Family Life Conference will take over
the Xavier campus this Friday, Saturday and S~nday with
some of the city's outstanding clergy and lay people participating. The conference will open officially in South Hall at
8 ·p.m. Friday and will close Sunday at 8 p.m. when Most Rev.
Karl J. Alter, Archbishop o f - - - - - - - - - - - - Cincinnati, will deliver the clos- Educator," and "Parents as Eduing and principal address.
cators." Mrs. Frederick O'Nan,
The theme of the conference better known to readers of her I
this year is· "Restoring the Family noted Catholic works as "Jilli
Circle." Robert F. Cissell, sec- O'Nan," will discuss the last of =·=·=·=··
retary of the Xavier Family Life these.
(
Institute, will explaih the conA number of local agencies are
ference's theme Friday after panel participants. Miss Karline
opening remarks by C. Glynn Brown will represent the CinFraser, conference director, and cinnati Public Library. Bernard
a welcome by Very Rev. James Kashden will be present as ExeF. Maguire, S. J., Xavier's Presi- cutive Secretary of the Adult
dent.
Educational Council of Greater
·saturday and Sunday after- Cincinnati, Miss Mary Jo Schroenoons will feature Panel Discus- der will partake on behalf of the
sion. The first topic Saturday, Public Recreation Commission,
beginning at 3 p. m., is "Family and the director of the Catholic
Unity in Recreation." ,;Featured Youth Organization, Mons. Auspeakers are Mr. and Mrs. Daniel gust J. Kramer, will also particiKane of Loveland, Ohio. Rev. .pate.
Archbishop Karl J. Alter
Carl Burlage, S .. J., instructor of Following the panel discusphilosophy, will speak on "Com- sions all the students and fam- dividual aspects of the central
munity Resources for Education ilies ' present will embark on theme. Taking part in the Sunday
and Recreation."
"Operation 66," when they will afternoon panel will be Harold
Two phases will compose the break up into smaller, manage- Knecht, pre-med sophomore.
main theme; "The Family as an able groups of six to discuss inPaul A. Palmisano, pre-med

junior, is chairman of the speakers' committee and !s also assisting Fraser this year in planning
the annual affair together with
Paul Bluemle, Family Relations
Club president. Bluemle, last
weekend, suffered a very illtimed accident but will ·probably
be on hand for the activities.
The conference will climax
Sunday (lvening at 8 p. m. with
the speech of Archbishop Alter
and the announcement of the
Cincinnati Family of the Year.
The Xavier Award will go to the
local family which has been
chosen by -the directors of the
Family Life Institute for its
"exemplary Christian living and
community service."

NFCCS Planners Aim
F or Campus Club Day

Keefe Names Ball
Committee Chiefs
Initial committee appointments
for the Senior Ball were announced • last week by Jim
Keefe, Senior Class President.
Class ·Treasurer Tom Jacobs from
Montgomery, W. Va., and· John
Vogel from Co1umbus, Ohio,
were named general co-chairmen
for the affair which will be held
Monday night, June 4.
Also selected to head committees at a meeting of the class officers' were the following: Class
Vice-President Jim McGann and
Secretary Denny Barron, cochairmen of ticket committee;
X~vier N e w s Editor-in-Chief
Fred Newbill and Keefe, cochairmen of the Publicity committee; Bob Watson and Pete
Lerario, co-chairmen of band arrangements.
The chairmen are expected to
announce their committees in the
near future along with appointment of various other committee
heads.
-------------

(Continued from Page 1)
revitalize a waning interest in individual clubs as well as show all
students that it can be a valuable
asset to the Xavier campus.
Since receiving the formal resignation of NFCCS senior delegate on campus, Jim Ryan, Re•1.
·Maurice Link, S. J., moderator,
aonounced that the Wednesday
meeting was also expected to
produce the names of candidates
from which the Student Council
might select a delegate in Ryan's I
place.
.
-

The Dru1 Store closest to
Xavier UnlvenltJ

The Abe Baumring
Pharmacy
EVANSTON

TKE STRAIGHT FACTS ON CIGARETTES

PROOF of
MILDNESS
"When I apply the standard

Statement by hundreds of
Prominent Tobacco Growers ·

PROOF. of
NO UNPLEASANT
AFTER-TASTE
"Chest·erfield is the only
cigarette in which members
of our taste panel found
no unpleasant after-taste."
From the report of a well~lcnown
Industrial Research Organization

